
automatic carton board folder gluer machine



Brief introduction:
Born in 1988, Yawa is a recognized professional supplier of automatic cardboard folder gluers. We can be regarded as the first batch of China to
start selling machines overseas.

Description:
Automatic carton board folder gluer machine is the most competitive multi-function folder gluer designed by our company. It folds and bonds
many simple and complex cartons such as 4/6 angle cartons. Its ease of use, attractive price and wide range of applications have made a new
leap in the field of folder-gluer machines.
Automatic carton board folder gluer machine has made an indelible contribution to the field. It combines the characteristics of various folder
gluers. It has changed many of the shortcomings of crash lock bottom folder gluer machines, such as complex structures, operational difficulties,
and high costs. It makes the current packaging printing industry more convenient and more competitive.
With a wide variety of applications and short delivery times, our automatic carton board folder gluer machine is your ideal packaging printing
industry equipment.

Feeding device
-max feeding 800mm
-max feeding pile: 300mm
-8 piece 25mm wide feeding belt
-inside mechanical shaker
-1 non-stage speed adjusting unit
-1 electromagnetic clutch
-2 front lay
-2 press guide wheel and 2 press guide lever
-2 side guide



Pre-folding device
-3 lower conveyer
-4 upper conveyer
-1 side pre-folding belt
-1 inside pre-folding unit
-1 pre-folding support with angel adjustment
-180 degree on operator side and max 135 degree on drive side

4/6 corners device
-Servo controlled back folding
-Touch screen HMI for parameter setting
-3 lower conveyer
-3 upper press belt
-2 folding belt
-2 pressing belt

Pressing device
-2 lower conveyer
-2 upper conveyer
-2 micro-adjustable pressing unit
-longitudinally adjustable conveyer support

Delivery device
-1 group of air controlled pressure adjustment unit
-adjustable support rollers
-delivery belt:
upper: 3*600*5893mm
lower: 3*600*8664mm



-single delivery

Pressure belt to balance different box height
Main motor Paperboard Corrugated Max linear speed Weight Machine size

7KW 180-650gsm Flute E.N.F 300m/min 4000KG 1380x1270x1400mm

Application:
The automatic carton folding gluing machine is especially suitable for customers with short orders and large orders, because our machines can
be folded and bonded quickly.
Yawa sells automatic folder-gluers to Asia, Europe and the Middle East. And we will continue to support the customer's life of the machine no
matter where you are.



automatic carton folder gluer machine



Brief introduction:
Yawa is a renowned manufacturer which is focus on die cutting, foil stamping and automatic carton folder gluer machine. We are very proud to
say we have entered the oversea market 20 years ago and we have machines in almost all the big cities.

Description:
automatic carton folder gluer machine (LG1100) is the big size format in LG series. This model can make the single line, double wall and crash-
lock bottom.

Whole machine:
-1 electric box with electrical elements and PLC control system
-1 10&rdquo; touch screen to choose and adjust functions, show running information and set data
-1 pneuamtic kicking counter synchronizes with machine speed and with adjustable length
-2 inverter controlled vary speed
-2 stop unit when feeding disturbed
-1 remote control unit

Feeding device
-max feeding 1100mm
-max feeding pile: 300mm
-8 piece 25mm wide feeding belt
-inside mechanical shaker
-1 non-stage speed adjusting unit
-1 electromagnetic clutch
-2 front lay
-2 press guide wheel and 2 press guide lever
-2 side guide



Pre-folding device
-3 lower conveyer
-4 upper conveyer
-1 side pre-folding belt
-1 inside pre-folding unit
-1 pre-folding support with angel adjustment
-180 degree on operator side and max 135 degree on drive side

Mechanical gluing device
-2 gluing wheels for upper surface (only available on LG series without 4/6 corner)
-2 lower gluing unit (drive side and operation side)
-For some models, gluing-guns are instead of the above two.

Folding and gluing device
-2 lower conveyer
-2 upper press belt
-2 folding belt
-2 pressing belt
-Multi-sized lock bottom boxes hooks

Main motor Paperboard Corrugated Max linear speed Weight Machine size

11KW 180-650gsm Flute E.N.F 300m/min 4500KG 13800x2000x1400mm

Application:
Automatic carton folder gluer machine is a good choice for the market of package. Great work output and stable machine running condition 
brings more efficiency.



automatic carton folding gluing machine



Brief introduction:
The automatic carton folding gluing machine is one of Yawa's best-selling products. Yawa has focused on the box machine for many years. We
are always doing our best to provide our customers with valuable solutions.

Description:
Automatic carton folding gluing machine (LG800) is a very stable high-volume machine that can bring more profits to customers.
Automatic carton folding gluing machine LG800 has a 4/6 corner function. Each set is controlled by an independent motor. It uses ESC, PLC,
imported electronic components, and three-board tracking mode equipment. The aluminum plates are all equipped with a chute structure for
easy addition of spare parts. Designed for a wide range of 4/6 angle cardboard or corrugated packaging, it is designed to meet a wide range of
automated packaging requirements.
Whole machine:
-1 electric box with electrical elements and PLC control system
-1 10&rdquo; touch screen to choose and adjust functions, show running information and set data
-1 pneuamtic kicking counter synchronizes with machine speed and with adjustable length
-2 inverter controlled vary speed
-2 stop unit when feeding disturbed
-1 remote control unit

Feeding device
- max feeding 800mm
-max feeding pile: 300mm
-8 piece 25mm wide feeding belt
-inside mechanical shaker
-1 non-stage speed adjusting unit
-1 electromagnetic clutch
-2 front lay
-2 press guide wheel and 2 press guide lever
-2 side guide



Pre-folding device
-3 lower conveyer
-4 upper conveyer
-1 side pre-folding belt
-1 inside pre-folding unit
-1 pre-folding support with angel adjustment
-180 degree on operator side and max 135 degree on drive side

Mechanical gluing device
-2 gluing wheels for upper surface (only available on LG series without 4/6 corner)
-2 lower gluing unit (drive side and operation side)

Folding and gluing device
-2 lower conveyer
-2 upper press belt
-2 folding belt
-2 pressing belt
-Multi-sized lock bottom boxes hooks

Main motor Paperboard Corrugated Max linear speed Weight Machine size

7KW 180-650gsm Flute E.N.F 300m/min 4000KG 1380x1270x1400mm

Application:
Like other models in the LG series, the LG800 automatic carton folder gluer provides a professional solution for packaging folding and gluing.



Yawa produces automatic carton folder gluers for many years. We are confident that the machine will be equipped with all the high-quality
accessories that will allow the machine to work for decades. Combined with simple operation and advanced hot stamping technology, our
machines bring you the most benefit.



automatic folder gluer machine



Brief introduction:
Yawa is also known as a wonderful supplier which produce good quality automatic folder gluer machine, which is one of our three main products.

Description:
Automatic folder gluer machine (LG650) can do standard box including crash-lock bottom box, which brings the customer more productivity and
more possibilities.

Whole machine:
-1 electric box with electrical elements and PLC control system
-1 10&rdquo; touch screen to choose and adjust functions, show running information and set data
-1 pneuamtic kicking counter synchronizes with machine speed and with adjustable length
-2 inverter controlled vary speed
-2 stop unit when feeding disturbed
-1 remote control unit

Feeding device
-max feeding 800mm
-max feeding pile: 300mm
-8 piece 25mm wide feeding belt
-inside mechanical shaker
-1 non-stage speed adjusting unit
-1 electromagnetic clutch
-2 front lay
-2 press guide wheel and 2 press guide lever
-2 side guide



Pre-folding device
-3 lower conveyer
-4 upper conveyer
-1 side pre-folding belt
-1 inside pre-folding unit
-1 pre-folding support with angel adjustment
- 180 degree on operator side and max 135 degree on drive side

Mechanical gluing device
-2 gluing wheels for upper surface (only available on LG series without 4/6 corner)
-2 lower gluing unit (drive side and operation side)

Folding and gluing device
-2 lower conveyer
-2 upper press belt
-2 folding belt
-2 pressing belt
-Multi-sized lock bottom boxes hooks

Main motor Paperboard Corrugated Max linear speed Weight Machine size

7KW 180-650gsm Flute F 300m/min 4000KG 1100x1280x1000mm

Application:
Automatic folder gluer machine is like the post-die cutting/post- stamping procedure, so it applies for any general packages gluing and folding. 
Automatic folder gluer machine is also yawa&rsquo;s main product. WE have sold the machines all over the world and the customers like it due 
to the good result with reasonable price.



full automatic folder gluer machine



Brief introduction:
Yawa is an excellent supplier that has been producing automatic folder-gluers since more than 30 years ago. We offer our customers a variety
of solutions based on their needs. Combining simple operation with advanced hot stamping technology, our machines bring you the greatest
benefits.

Description:
The full automatic folder gluer machine (LG650C) is an advanced version of the LG650 because it also has the function of making 4/6 corner
boxes. It adjusts the speed by digital display, adjusts the width by microcomputer, has the characteristics of simple, fast, stable, accurate and
automatically feed, fold and glue, count, pill and output. The automatic folder-gluer consists of five parts: feeding device, pre-folding device, 4/6
corners device, delivery device, and pressing device.
1. Fully automatic folder gluer machine can automatically complete the middle folding and top folding of the carton, and at the same time
complete the tape bonding of the upper and lower parts, saving time and labor.
2. Our full automatic folder gluer machine has a wide range of applications and can be used for different sizes of cartons. Can also be used in
4/6 angle cartons. Machine adjustment is quick and easy.
3. The machine is easy to operate and easy to maintain.
4. The full automatic folder gluer machine runs stably and reliably, and has a firm and beautiful packaging effect.
5. The machine automatically corrects the right angle of the carton for 180 degree correction and corrects it when the carton has a forked tail.

Feeding device
-max feeding: 800mm
-max feeding pile: 300mm
-8 piece 25mm wide feeding belt
-inside mechanical shaker
-1 non-stage speed adjusting unit
-1 electromagnetic clutch
-2 front lay
-2 press guide wheel and 2 press guide lever
-2 side guide



Pre-folding device
-4 upper conveyer
-3 lower conveyer
-1 side pre-folding belt
-1 inside pre-folding unit
-1 pre-folding support with angel adjustment
-180 degree on operator side and max 135 degree on drive side

Pressing device
-2 upper conveyer
-2 lower conveyer
-2 micro-adjustable pressing unit
-longitudinally adjustable conveyer support

Delivery device
-1 group of air controlled pressure adjustment unit
-adjustable support rollers
-delivery belt:
upper: 3*600*5893mm
lower: 3*600*8664mm
-single delivery
-pressure belt to balance different box height especially for lock bottom boxes



4/6 corners device
-Servo controlled back folding
-Touch screen HMI for parameter setting
-3 upper press belt
-3 lower conveyer
-2 pressing belt
-2 folding belt

Main motor Paperboard Corrugated Max linear speed Weight Machine size

7KW 180-650gsm Flute F 300m/min 4000KG 1100x1280x1000mm



fully automatic folder gluer



Brief introduction：
The fully automatic folder gluer is a machine that folds unfinished boxes and glues them with a cold rgluing wheel or the spray gluing system.
Our automatic folder gluer (LG1100C) can make 4/6 corner boxes without any problems. It is composedof feeding device, pre-folding device, 4/6
corners device, delivery device, and pressing device.

Description:
1. Fully automatic folder gluer can automatically complete the top folding and middle folding of the carton, and at the same time complete the
tape bonding of the upper and lower parts, saving labor and time.
2. Wide application range, can be used for different sizes of cartons, quick and easy to adjust.
3. Fully automatic folder gluer work stable and reliable, packaging effect is firm, beautiful.
4. Our fully automatic folder gluer is not only easy to operate but also easy to repair.
5. Automatically correct the straight angle of the carton, perform 180 degree correction, and effectively correct when the carton has a fork tail
phenomenon.

Feeding device:
-max feeding 1100mm
-max feeding pile: 300mm
-8 piece 25mm wide feeding belt
-inside mechanical shaker
-1 non-stage speed adjusting unit
-1 electromagnetic clutch
-2 front lay
-2 press guide wheel and 2 press guide lever
-2 side guide

Pre-folding device:
-3 lower conveyer
-4 upper conveyer



-1 side pre-folding belt
-1 inside pre-folding unit
-1 pre-folding support with angel adjustment
-180 degree on operator side and max 135 degree on drive side

4/6 corners device (Optional):
-Servo controlled back folding
-Touch screen HMI for parameter setting
-3 lower conveyer
-3 upper press belt
-2 folding belt
-2 pressing belt

Pressing device:
-2 lower conveyer
-2 upper conveyer
-2 micro-adjustable pressing unit
-longitudinally adjustable conveyer support

Delivery device:
-1 group of air controlled pressure adjustment unit
-adjustable support rollers
-delivery belt: upper: 3*600*5893mm;lower: 3*600*8664mm
-single delivery
-Pressure belt to balance different box height especially for lock bottom boxes



Main motor Paperboard Corrugated Max linear speed Weight Machine size

11KW 180-650gsm Flute E.N.F 300m/min 4500KG 13800x2000x1400mm

Application:
Shanghai Yawa is focus on the production and promotion on the automatic folder gluer project for years. We are working on the possibility to
make the machine more easy to operate and understand.
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